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2018-19 Tuition and Payment Options 
 

Each dancer is assessed an $8 per month per class recital fee.  This fee is to purchase your child’s 

recital costume and to cover the usage fee for the Bon Secours Wellness Arena.  This fee is included 

in your child’s tuition. 

 

Tuition installments are charged to a debit or credit card and can be set up on three different 

installment plans: nine equal installments, two semester installments, or full year installment.  Equal 

installments will be charged in the first five business days of the month.  Semester installments will be 

charged on August 27, 2018 and January 8, 2019.  Full year installments will be charged on August 27, 

2018. 

 

 

Pre-Ballet 1, 2, and 3 Tuition = $83  

1. Nine equal installments = $83  

2. Two semester installments = $365.06  

3. Full year installment = $713.25 

 

Ballet 1 and 2 = $108 base for ballet only 

1. Nine equal installments = $108 

2. Two semester installments = $474.75 

3. Full year installment = $927.75 

Ballet + 1class (jazz or tap)  

1. Nine equal installments = $141 

2. Two semester installments = $620.44 

3. Full year installment = $1212.75 

Ballet + 2 class (jazz and tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $174 

2. Two semester installments = $766.12 

3. Full year installment = $1426.50 
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Preparatory Coral, Gold, and Plum = $123 base for ballet only 

1. Nine equal installments = $123 

2. Two semester installments = $540.56 

3. Full year installment = $1055.25 

Ballet + 1 class (hip hop/jazz, lyrical, or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $166 

2. Two semester installments = $730.13 

3. Full year installment = $1426.50 

Ballet + 2 classes (hip hop/jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments =$209 

2. Two semester installments = $919.69 

3. Full year installment = $1797.75 

Ballet + 3 classes (hip hop/jazz, lyrical and tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $242 

2. Two semester installments = $1065.38 

3. Full year installment = $2083.50 

 

Intermediate Coral = $163 base for ballet only 

1. Nine equal installments = $163 

2. Two semester installments = $716.06 

3. Full year installment = $1397.25 

Ballet + 1 class (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $206 

2. Two semester installments =$905.63 

3. Full year installment = $1768.50 

Ballet + 2 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $249 

2. Two semester installments = $1095.19 

3. Full year installment = $2139.75 

Ballet + 3 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $282 

2. Two semester installments = $1240.88 

3. Full year installment = $2425.50 

Ballet + 4 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $315 

2. Two semester installments = $1386.56 

3. Full year installment = $2711.25 
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Intermediate Plum = $213 base for ballet only 

1. Nine equal installments = $213 

2. Two semester installments = $935.44 

3. Full year installment = $1824.75 

Ballet + 1 class (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $256 

2. Two semester installments =$1125.00 

3. Full year installment = $2196.00 

Ballet + 2 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $299 

2. Two semester installments = $1314.56 

3. Full year installment = $2576.25 

Ballet + 3 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $332 

2. Two semester installments = $1460.25 

3. Full year installment = $2853.00 

Ballet + 4 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $365 

2. Two semester installments = $1605.94 

3. Full year installment = $3138.75 

 

Advanced Coral and Gold = $263 base for ballet only 

1. Nine equal installments = $263 

2. Two semester installments = $1067.06 

3. Full year installment = $2081.15 

Ballet + 1 class (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $306 

2. Two semester installments = $1256.63 

3. Full year installment = $2452.50 

Ballet + 2 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $349 

2. Two semester installments = $1446.19 

3. Full year installment = $2823.75 

Ballet + 3 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $382 

2. Two semester installments = $1591.88 

3. Full year installment = $3109.50 

Ballet + 4 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $415 

2. Two semester installments = $1825.31 

3. Full year installment = $3566.25 
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Advanced Plum = $283 base for ballet only 

1. Nine equal installments = $283 

2. Two semester installments = $1242.56 

3. Full year installment = $2423.25 

Ballet + 1 class (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $326 

2. Two semester installments = $1432.13 

3. Full year installment = $2794.50 

Ballet + 2 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $369 

2. Two semester installments = $1621.69 

3. Full year installment = $3165.75 

Ballet + 3 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and/or tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $402 

2. Two semester installments = $1767.38 

3. Full year installment = $3451.50 

Ballet + 4 classes (hip hop, jazz, lyrical, and tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $435 

2. Two semester installments = $1913.06 

3. Full year installment = $3737.25 

 

Ballet Elementary = $83 base for ballet only 

1. Nine equal installments = $83 

2. Two semester installments = $365.06 

3. Full year installment = $713.25 

Ballet + 1 class (hip hop or recreational tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $126 

2. Two semester installments =$518.62 

3. Full year installment = $1012.50 

Ballet + 2 classes (hip hop and recreational tap) 

1. Nine equal installments = $169 

2. Two semester installments = $673.18 

3. Full year installment = $1383.75 

 

Recreational Tap = $83  

1. Nine equal installments = $83 

2. Two semester installments = $365.06 

3. Full year installment = $713.25 

 

 

  


